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E. E. Cummings and the
Norman

Theatre

Friedman

[Editor's note: This text was written for a projected edition of Cummings'
theatrical works to be titled The Theatre of E. E. Cummings. This book is
now scheduled to be published in January 2013. See "News, Notes, & Correspondence" at the end of this issue.]
Although chiefly known for his poetry, Cummings was quite prolific in
a wide variety of genres-autobiographical
narratives, critical essays, children's stories, surrealistic / comic prose, drawings and paintings-and,
of
course, drama and dance. Among these last are five published works, the
most significant of which is the first, a play entitled Him, published in November of 1927 and originally performed in April of 1928.
The action revolves around two principal characters, Him, a would-be
playwright, and Me, his lady love. As they are at an impasse in their relationship, so too is he at an impasse in his art; indeed, the two issues seem
inextricably intertwined, because the difficulty with the play he is trying to
write has much to do with the difficulty they have in getting past the roles
they have been playing with each other-"lover"
and "mistress"-and
accepting their actual identities as complex human selves. For she is, as is
seems, pregnant with his child but is reluctant to tell him for fear of seeming to entrap him-or even, perhaps, of spoiling an already fragile relationship.
As Cummings himself put it in a letter of 1961, "Hirn's deepest wish is
to compose a miraculously intense play-of-art-Me's
underlying ambition
is to be entirely loved by someone through whom she may safely have a
child. He loves,not herself,but the loveliness of his mistress;she loves, not
hirnself,but the possibility of making a husband out of a lover. For
hirn,sexual ecstasy is a form of selftranscendence:for her,it's a means to an
end(rnotherhood)." Of Me, he says, "She has 'no rnind';but possesses
something minutely more powerful than either intellect or intelligence:the
Intuition whose triumph constitutes the play's final scene"-whose
meanings we shall come back to in due course.
The plot brings Hirn to realize the nature of his problem-that
he is
unable to write his play because he is unable to love. And he is unable to
love because he doesn't know who he is and is therefore unsure of himself.
But corning to realize the nature of his problem is not tantamount to being
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able to resolve it. And yet, realization is resolution when formally considered, although it is a tentative and ambiguous way to end a play. But faithful to an organicist aesthetic , as will be shown below, Cummings is being
natural and true to his material in avoiding a pasted -on ending.
Delicate and complex as is the rendering of this plot, Cummings complicated it further by a number of unusual dramatic and staging devicesunusual because, even in the avant-garde and experimental Twenties, it was
so provocative that it aroused a storm of controversy . Indeed, even in the
post-World-War-Two period of The Theatre of the Absurd, it was seen and
appreciated as a precursor and has been revived a number of times since
then.
In a series of essays written about this same time, Cummings explains
his theory of art, and especially of drama. His basic principle is organicist:
art is not about something , it rather is something, "the cordial revelation of
the fatal reflexive ." This is in the tradition of Coleridge's natura naturans
as opposed to natura naturata, nature in process rather than as product. A
vision of this same principle was adopted, in terms of their own program,
by the New Critics in their notion of art as self-referring , and back to Oscar
Wilde and the Nineties, and even back to Kant and to Aristotle. So Cummings wrote in the original theatre program, "this PLAY isn't ' about,' it
simply is."
He means what Coleridge meant when he said that the content determines the form rather than being shaped by an arbitrarily pre-determined
form, and thus that form and content are not separable. Every successful
work of art, therefore , is in certain ways unique: if form grows out of content, and if content is unique, then the form will vary as the content varies.
Cummings applied this principle to the theatre by requiring that audience and play be able to confront and interact with one another. The picture
frame stage is thus inorganic, mechanical, and sterile, for it persists in
thrusting conventional illusion-making devices between performance and
audience. The peep-show stage substitutes static surface for dynamic space,
thus scene (surface) and actor (space) negate each other, and no organic
cohesion is possible. In the "space-stage," on the other hand, the stage is
empty, functioning as space; it has ceased to appeal as decoration . The play
itself is required so give life to this space; everything now depends upon
the play, which is no longer separated from the audience. Thus is created an
organic relation between actors and stage, play and theatre, performance
and audience.
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The results are as follows . Cummings uses a room with a window and a
mirror for the Him-Me scenes , but he rotates it four times during the course
of the play , so that it ends where it began , with actors and audience confronting one another through the invisible mirror . Thus the audience sees
the room as having four walls rather than three plus an illusory fourth . Additionally , Cummings makes symbolic play with window and mirror. But
most of the other scenes- the surrealistic ones- are played in space rather
than within any picture-frame. [n this way depth and movement are created .
Written into the action , however , are much more crucial devices , literary as much as theatrical. First , the central conflict between Me and Him is
presented only by indirection , which is one of the reasons why the play is
difficult to interpret. Cummings fashions the dialogue between these distraught lovers so that the audience only gradually discovers-organically that the woman ' s pregnancy is threatening to cause their separation. Not
simply dialogue but also recurring birth-references serve to convey implicitly what is happening. Third , there is the framing device of the flat placard
depicting a doctor anesthetizing a woman (with holes cut out for their
heads) and the climactic emergence of Me with a baby at the freak show
near the end.
"This play of mime is all about mirrors ," says Him towards the end of
Act I (29) . And speaking of framing devices , Cummings' play is also , in
the fourth place, full of mirror-like repetitions and symmetries . The Doctor ,
the one who is anesthetizing Me on the placard which serves as the backdrop for the chorus-like Misses Weird scenes , keeps reappearing in different disguises throughout. He is called "a harmless magician ," "a master of
illusion," and "his name is Nascitur " ( 132). Fifth, the structure of Act I is
balanced : two Him-Me scenes framed by three scenes involving the Misses
Weird . And Act Ill is similarly , but more complexly , balanced. On the
placard , furthermore , as the head of the woman is being anesthetized , Me's
eyes close at the beginning of Act I and open again in the middle of the last
act. And of cour se her baby is born at the end.
Doubling and balancing occur throughout. The second act consists of
scenes from the play being written by the hero of Him ' s Play- the Man in
the Mirror- who is writing a play about a man writing a play. The Gentleman (played by the Doctor) is just about to be reborn at the end of Act II,
thereby paralleling the birth of Me ' s baby at the end of Act lll . Both Him
and Me are aware of other selves each has created in place of the other. All
the characters of Act 11reappear at the end of III, thereby creating an inter-
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section between the world of Him and Me and the Man in the Mirror's
Play. And at the end, another such intersection occurs between actors and
audience.
In Act II, Scene I, Him presents the Man in the Mirror's play to Me in
the hope of improving her understanding of him. It consists of eight satirical scenes, the doctor playing a leading role in each. Scene II: Three
drunken middle-aged men and a repressed old maid. III: A snake oil vendor. IV: Two business partners have turned into each other. V: A Censor
tries to halt a bawdy performance of "Frankie and Johnny." VI: An Englishman carrying his Unconscious in a steamer trunk is stopped by a suspicious detective. VII: Two Babbitts aboard an ocean liner. VIII: A burlesque
"Roman" drama. IX: A man is accosted by a hungry mob in the ruins of
post-World War I Europe.
At the end of each of these displays, however, Me remains unimpressed. Him's attempts, therefore, to reunite his various selves and to explain hlmself to Me so far result in failure. Act III plays out this continuing
impasse and concludes with a freak show (Scene VI) and a final Me-Him
scene (VII).
The freak show seems to represent a fantasy that Me is having as a result of the frustrating dialogue with Him which precedes it. The Barker,
who is the Doctor in disguise, introduces each of nine freaks ( one for each
month of Me's pregnancy). The spectators are all characters from the Other
Man's play in Act II, plus the three Misses Weirds. The ninth and last freak
is Princess Anankay (the Goddess ofNecessity and the mother of the Three
Fates), who turns out to be Me holding a newborn babe in her arms. The
three Weirds cry, "It's all done with mirrors" and Him utters a cry of terror
at the sight. Blackout.
Three worlds are intersecting here: the sterile world of Him's play, the
actual world of the lovers, and a third and new world-that of the freakseach world complementing the other, thereby remedying the inner lack in
each. The freaks represent life and vitality to Him (and to Cummings): as
the ordinary world of mostpeople looks grotesque to the artist, so too do
real individuals look like freaks to the ordinary world. Thus the final freak
of all, a woman and her baby, causes the crowd to recoil and the Misses
Weird to turn up their noses in disgust.
Indeed, the "cry of terror" uttered by Him suggests that he is still caught
in his own dilemma: the world of Me and the child has entered the world of
his art and has transformed it-for this is what was missing-and yet he
Fall 2011
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has been unable to effect this transformation within himself . This is borne
out by the final scene . The room is now back where it started , with the invisible mirror between the play and the audience . But the mirror has become a window , as Me discovers, for she suddenly realizes that there are
real people in the audience and that they are pretending this room and its
occupants are real. Thus have art and life, play and audience, intersected.
But Him can't believe it, and so remains to the very end frozen in the dilemma whose meaning he is just beginning to understand .
II
Not published in separate book form until 1944, Anthropos : or The Future of Art first appeared in 1930 in an anthology, edited by Walter S.
Hankel, entitled Whither, Whither, or After Sex, What? A Symposium to
End Symposiums. Less a play than an exemplum or skit, Anthropos in some
respects anticipates Santa Claus. The three politicians are Death, the artist
is Santa, and the mob is the mob. Although printed without formal divisions, the play falls naturally into three parts:
I] The scene , which remains the same throughout , is the inside of a
cave. On the left are three infrahuman creatures dressed in filthy skins, on
the right is a naked man drawing something on the wall, and in the central
background is a curtain of skins, outside of which can be heard the noise of
a machine clanking. The action consists of two sets of events proceeding
simultaneously: the three creatures are discussing something while the artist is constructing his design, neither side paying attention to the other. The
three creatures, who are named "G," "O," and "D," respectively, are trying,
in contemporary slang, to hit upon the proper slogan-for what purpose,
we don't as yet know-and they are considering various alternatives.
Meanwhile, the artist has made an elephantlike design which is not yet
quite achieved.
2] The three creatures simultaneously hit upon "Ev. 0. Lution" as their
slogan, and they call in the mob to tell them. The mob is a crowd of infrahuman dwarfs, and they file down the center aisle of the audience and salute. The three creatures tell them that the war will soon be over, for evolution is their ally. The mob cheers and leaves.
3] The artist, who has been oblivious to all this, goes to the curtain of
skins at the back of the stage. The three creatures, seeing him for the first
time, are aghast. He says he's stuck and needs another look at the mammoth. They are incredulous , telling him that mammoths are extinct. He
tears aside the curtain, revealing a steamshovel at work , and crawls out
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cautiously, as if he were stalking a dangerous animal. The three creatures
shrink from the blinding sunlight and close the curtain.
A platonic parable with a difference, this play is Cummings' comment
on the nature of reality. The point about the slogan-makers is that their
"solution" is a complete non-sequitur and yet that it works anyway, a perfect forecast of Madison Avenue's latest motivation research techniques,
for the politician's problem is not so much to win the war as to make the
mob think that the war is being won. There is nothing real here at all. On
the other hand, the point of the artist's solution to his problem is simply
that he has to go outside and take another look. The irony is that the object
of his attention is itself is a product of civilization, and yet to him it is a
mammoth-something alive and kicking. And we may recall the Foreword
to is 5 (1926) where Cummings says, "It is with roses and locomotives ...
that my 'poems' are competing" (CP 221).
Although Anthropos, like Cummings' remaining plays, moves toward a
more abstract form of presentation than Him, it is nevertheless experimental and once again engages the question of how to be an artist. But here
Cummings has left behind the problem of marriage and children and is beginning to assume his characteristic stance of the Artist versus Society.
III

Tom (1935) is a script for a ballet based on Harriet Beecher Stowe's
Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852), and it is written as a combination of synoptic
narrative and dance description. The ballet is divided into four episodes:
One. George, a slave, is fleeing Haley, a slave trader who comes to the
Shelbys' plantation. Haley is in possession of the Shelbys' mortgage and so
forces them to sell Eliza, George's wife, and Tom. Two. While Eliza tries
to escape with her baby over the ice floes, George is pursued by Haley's
slave catchers, but they are both rescued by a group of Quakers. Three.
Meanwhile, Haley is bringing Tom by StClare's New Orleans estate. Eva,
StClare's ailing little daughter, is revived by the sight of Tom, and StClare
buys him. Eva dies, however, as does her father; his slaves are then put up
at auction, and Legree, the brutal master of Cassy, Eliza's mother, buys
Tom. Four. Tom arouses Legree's wrath when they arrive at the latter's
Red River plantation, and Legree beats him to death. Legree is then extinguished by the spirit of Creative Nature, who turns into Cassy. George,
Eliza, and the child enter, are reunited with Cassy around Tom's body, and
are s_urroundedby divine radiance in a final apotheosis, as Death disappears
with Tom's body and the Heavenly Host appears.
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All this is done in about 30 pages . A bird's-eye view of the action reveals an artfully balanced structure: One - George-Eliza , Tom . Two George-Eliza . Three - Tom. Four - George-Eliza , Tom . This structure suits
the stylized manner of its presentation , as well as the formal pattern of
separation-reunion , escape-capture , death-redemption , which organizes the
whole. The theme of the ballet is an allegorical demonstration of downtrodden Good triumphing over powerful Evil, and it turns on two redemptions.
The first is of the deus ex machina sort, in Episode Two, in that the Quakers come from nowhere to rescue the helpless fugitives ; while the second ,
in Episode Four, is more organic-indeed
paradoxical where Good triumphs over Evil in being defeated by it. Regarding the manner of presentation, the narrative portions are written as pantomime , while the dance portions are written as formal choreography . In both cases , however , gestures
are assigned to symbolize character , and much use is made , as in Him , of
light, darkness , and space. The language , finally , is equally stylized , making much use of verbal compounds in the effort to describe motion.
The chief difference between Cummings and Mrs. Stowe , apart from
the fact that the novel is over 500 pages , is that her purpose was more sociological-humanitarian , while his was primarily spiritual. In Tom it is not
the institution of slavery which is under attack so much as Evil itself. And
it is not so much being attacked as defeated: brute power must surrender at
last to spiritual force .

IV
Between 1936 and 1941 Cummings published three speeches from an
unfinished play . The first one begins , "Solely as an experiment: stop thinking" (296) and it continues on to develop in lyrical fashion the familiar
Cummings-esque distinction between thinking and feeling , not accidentally
similar to the emergent humanistic psychologies of the 1960s and 70s.
"Lose your mind and come to your senses ," as Fritz Perts used to say . For
the same underlying credo in favor of restoring wholeness in the development and use of human faculties has been struggling to win a hearing ever
since at least the beginning of the Romantic Movement at the end of the
eighteenth century .
How this speech relates to the other two, however , is not immediately
clear. The second is a satirical rendering of a judge pronouncing sentence ,
while the third is another lyrical utterance , this time by Joan of Arc apparently as she is being burned at the stake . Thus the second , which surprisingly anticipates some of the rhythms and tones of Lucky's long speech in
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Beckett' s Waiting for Godot (1952, 1954), could very well be intended to
represent Joan being tried and condemned by the inquisition. The only
problem with this is that the judicial satire seems to be set in the United
States. However this may be, if we assume that they are intended to fit together, then the first sounds to the ear of a practiced student of Cummings
very much like the author's advice to the reader about how to regard the
work with which he prefaced Him, not to mention a number of other works
as well.
Although speculation about an unfinished play must necessarily remain
precarious, the theme seems similar to those of Anthropos and Tom: the
artist and saint are outside of ordinary society and transcend through acceptance of persecution and suffering. But it is even more precarious to imagine what this play could have become had it ever been completed and designed for the stage.
V

There remains Santa Claus, subtitled "A Morality," first published in
the Spring 1946 issue of The Harvard Wake, devoted to work by and about
Cummings. The play came out in book form in December of that same
year.
It is divided into five scenes. Scene One: The two actors playing the
central roles are wearing costumes appropriate to each. Death "wears black
tights on which the bones of his skeleton are vividly suggested by daubs of
white paint ; and his mask imitates crudely the face of a fleshless human
skull." Santa Claus is "a prodigiously paunchy figure in faded red motheaten Santa Claus costume, with the familiar Santa Claus mask-face of a
bewhiskered jolly old man." It is necessary to establish these details, for, as
we shall see, they are involved in the turning points of the action.

Death is strolling , and Santa enters despondently. He is sick at heart, for
he has "so much to give;and nobody will take." It becomes apparent later
that he has become separated from his wife and daughter. Death replies that
his problem is just the reverse , for he has "so much to take;and nobody will
give" (127) . He explains to the incredulous Santa that people in this unworld simply can't take what is freely offered- in this case, understanding .
On the other hand, knowledge , by contrast, can be easily sold, and he urges
Santa to become a knowledge-salesman, a.k.a.-a Scientist. When Santa
protests that be has no knowledge , Death reassures him that "the less something exists,the more people want it" (129) . He then exchanges his mask
with Santa's: underneath his is a fleshless human skull, but underneath
Fall 2011
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Santa ' s is the face of a young man. Santa can't think of anything to sell
which doesn't exist, so Death suggests a wheelmine.
The next scene shows Santa selling wheelmine stock to a crowd of people. Masked, we recall, as Death, he tells the Mob that Science will free
them from their obscene humanity and make them all supermen, flattering
them in order to sell more wheelmine stock, and he is quite successful.
Scene Three: Something , however, has happened at the wheel mine in the
interim, for some miners have been injured or killed in an accident there .
Death, as in the first scene , is strolling, only this time he is masked as
Santa. He hears angry voices, and he says in self-satisfaction, " f've got him
now!" ( 132). Santa enters, masked as Death, running from the Mob , and
again asks for help . Death assures him that wheelmines don ' t exist. Then
how, asks Santa, can a wheelmine hurt people , turn them into monsters .
Because , answers Death, people don't exist either. At this point, Santa suddenly realizes who Death really is, but he is desperate and still needs advice, so Death tells him that what he obviously must do is prove that he
also (Santa) doesn't exist. Apparently, Death expects his advice to complete Santa ' s downfall , for the Mob fears Death and will never believe he
(i.e., Santa masked as Death) doesn't exist.
Death exits, but as it turns out, he hasn ' t reckoned on the power of the
little girl who follows the Mob, which has just reentered. Santa, who has
now seen that he was tricked by Death, tries to explain to the Mob what ' s
wrong:
Ladies and gentlemen: if you all have ~een
deceived by some imposter- so have I. .. .
How should our sages miss the mark of life,
and our most skilful players lose the game?
Your hearts will tell you, as my heart has told me:
because all know, and no one understands .
-0 , we are all so very full of knowing

that we are empty: empty of understanding . (134 - 135)
And in a last attempt to save his skin, he tells the Mob that he will abide
with the verdict "of that little girl / over there, with the yellow hair and the
blue eyes." Whoever she says he is, he will agree to be . The Mob consents ,
and the child says, "You are Santa Claus. " The Mob laughs, "there ain ' t no
Santa Claus!" So Santa is exonerated :
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Then, ladies and gentlemen, I don't exist.
And since I don't exist, I am not guilty.
And since I am not guilty, I am innocent.
-Goodbye!

And, next time, look before you leap. (135)

As it turns out, then, Death's advice inadvertently proved, as he says in the
next scene, "efficacious."
Scene Four : Santa, still masked as Death, is the one who is strolling this
time, and he is wondering who that Child was. Death, still masked as Santa
Claus, enters, and Santa thanks him for his good advice. Death now needs
the rest of Santa's costume , as he has a date with a woman who prefers fat
fellows, so they complete the exchange. At this point, the child enters and
immediately recognizes Santa, in spite of his additional disguise . She explains that they are both looking for somebody very beautiful and very sad,
somebody who is sad because she has lost them both .
Scene Five : The Woman enters, weeping, for "Knowledge has taken
love out of the world / and all the world is empty empty empty" (138). She
calls for death, for she has lost her joy and her love and herself. Santa,
dressed as Death, enters and speaks; she becomes strangely happy, seeming
to hear the voice of her love again. The Mob enters, reeling and capering,
carrying on a pole the corpse of Death disguised as Santa Claus, exulting
over having revenged themselves at last over Science, whom they identify
with Santa Claus. Santa disguised as Death fooled them , but Death disguised as Santa didn ' t, and each time it was the Child who was instrumental in revealing the true identity of each. The play concludes with Santa
unmasking and being reunited with the Woman and Child at last.
In sum, Death has taken over the world, and only three people remain
free, but they have lost one another. Death tries to ensnare Santa but is
foiled by the Child. He then heads for the Woman, for she is the one he has
a date with, but is accidentally intercepted by the Mob, and the Child is
thereupon ironically responsible for his death . The plot, then, of this play is
that of the biter bit, or the tables turned, for Death is caught in his own trap .
Until the last scene, however , Santa is alone and has lost his love. That is
why he is so easily duped by Death and why his lament to the Mob is so
ineffective. He cannot save himself, only the Child saves him; he cannot
conquer Death, only the Child can do that. Understanding itself is powerless without love; Santa must become an entire and whole human being
through love before his understanding can become effective.
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Cummin gs has com e a long way , via Tom, from Him. Although each
work involves the probl em of the human trinity - father, mother , child -

Santa Claus is quite different from Him , with Tom coming somewhere in
between. The unborn baby was the main precipitant of strife between lover
and lady in Him, whereas here the child is the chief agent of salvation and
reconciliation . There was a similar reconciliation scene at the end of Tom,
but the child there was not the redeemer . Finally , the depiction of the Mob
in Santa Claus resembles and carries further that in Anthropos , thus becoming a standard fixture in the drama of Cummings ' psyche. It is possible that
the limitation in his output for the theatre , despite his obvious talent and
relish for the task, can he traced back to his reluctance in granting human
credibility to those aspects of the human scene which he deplored - a restriction less disabling in lyric / satiric forms than in those of the theatre .
- Flushing, NY
[Portions of this essay were adapted , with permission , from my book , E. E.
Cummings: The Growth of a Writer, chapters. 4, 6, 9, and 11, copyright ©
1964 by Southern Illinois University Press , Carbondale . ]
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PERFORMANCES OF CUMMINGS' WORKS

Him
Provincetown Playhouse, Macdougal Street, NYC, April-May, 1928, James
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Light, director, with Erin O'Brien-Moore, William S. Johnstone, and
Lawrence Bolton in the leads.
Provincetown Playhouse, Summer 1948, The lnterplayers , Irving Stiber,
director, with Janet Shannon, John Denny, and Gene Saks.
Eric Bentley, Salzburg, 1950: see "Him (1929)," From the Modern Repertoire: Series Two. Ed. Eric Bentley. Denver: Denver University Press,
1952. 485-94 .
The Rectangle Theatre, NYC, 1956.
Circle Repertory Theatre, 2307 Broadway, NYC, April 1974, Marshall
Oglesby, director, with Trish Hawkins, Lanford Wilson, and Neil
Flanagan.
University of California at Berkeley: see William I. Oliver, "Him-A Director's Note," Educational Theatre Journal 26.3 (October, 1974): 327
-41.
Hyperion Theatre Group, The Vineyard Theatre, E. 26th Street, NYC, JulyAugust, 1983, Gregg Goldstone, director, with Catherine Baier, Richard Mover, and Kevin O'Leary.
Medicine Show, E. 2nd Street, NYC, April-May 1991, Barbara Vann, director, with John Mcllveen, Cori Thomas, and Norton Banks.
Viaduct Theater, Chicago, IL, May-June 2005, Whitney Blakemore, director.
Santa Claus

No direct evidence of performances of this play has come my way, but
there are reports that it was performed in Iowa City sometime between
1954 and 1959, in NYC at the Gate Theatre during Spring-Summer
1960, and at the Theatre de Lys in NYC during the early 1960s.
Tom

David Diamond, Suite No. 1, from he Ballet Tom, The Waterloo Festival
Orchestra, Gerard Schwarz, conductor, Carnegie Hall, NYC, May 11,
1985. First performed at a Waterloo Festival Concert, July 4, 1981.
The Enormous Room, adapted for the stage by The Next Theatre Company
of Evanston, IL, Noyes Cultural Arts Center, February-March, 1989,
John Carlisle, director.
The Author and his Work

"E. E. Cummings: The Making of a Poet," a self-portrait, told by the poet
in his own voice, with his poetry, paintings, and notebooks; filmstrip;
Films for the Humanities, Harold Mantell, Princeton, N J; introduced
at-The Museum of Modem Art, NYC, by Stanley Kunitz, November 9,
1971.
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Performance Theatre Based on Poems
"Americans: A Portrait in Verses ," CBS News Television, August , 16,
1962, four poems by Cummings performed-recited, among others by
Sandburg, Fearing , Dickinson , Whitman, etc.
Cummings and Bowings , The U.R.G.E.N.T. Group , Quintana Roo Productions, West 46th Street, NYC , Nathan George, director, with music by
Ravel, Hindemith , Honegger, Kodaly, and Ives, August 1973.
"Damn Everything But the Circus!" , one-man show by William Mooney ,
Henry Kaplan, director; Washington DC, Spring 1975; Central Michigan University, Winter 1983; Gainesville, FL, Spring 1984.
"Damn Everything but the Circus!", Masque Ensemble , Poetry Festival at
St. Clements, West 46th Street, NYC , Loyd Williamson , director, Fall
1979.
"Let's Start a Magazine, " performed and produced by Hard Werken of Rotterdam , Ton Lutgerink, director , La Mama ETC, East 4th Street, NYC ,
Spring 1983.
"Cummings and Goings, " music by Ada Janik , Cooper-Hewitt Museum ,
East 91st Street, NYC , August 1983; Top of the Gate, Bleecker Street,
NYC , February-March 1984.
" Damn Everything but the Circus!", Your Theatre , Inc., staged by Robert
Saures, New Bedford, MA, October 1983.
"Viva. Cummings(" , conceived and composed by Stephen F. Scotti , directed and choreographed by William A. Finlay, Boston University
Playwrights Theatre and The New Stillington Players , Gloucester , MA,
October 1984; Provincetown Inn, May 1990; presented by the Blue
Heron Theatre, Inc., at the Mazur Theatre , East 90th Street , NYC , October 1990; Bogota and Caracas , SA, April f992 .
"e.e.," The California Stage Company , produced by Denis Wilkerson , directed by Edward Trafton, California State University , Sacramento ,
1987; and at the S Street Theatre , October 1991.
"UNREALITIES, " Real Productions , Jose Fernandez-Chinea , director , Eric
Gustaf Nord, composer , David Maurice Sharp , choreographer , November 1989 and March 1992, NYC.
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